
WRITING A FEATURE STORY POWERPOINT PRESENTATION

Feature Writing Nut Graph: A summary of what the story is going to be about. That's when her dad told his year-old
daughter he had put her up for.

Relevant jargon adds authenticity to the information and opinions. The use of direct quotes personalizes the
topic. This is where you'll often see quotes. Personal viewpoints. Opinions from authorities and experts.
Decide what your audience would want to know about. Who would want to read this article? Jargon or
technical words Authoritative quotes or comments by important people Graphics pictures, etc. The last act of
your feature is the conclusion, in which you pull everything together. Choose the facts you will use to support
that information. A mixture of facts and emotional content Emotive and descriptive words. Provide any
necessary background information. Photographs, tables, diagrams and graphs. Facts and statistics which
support the writer's opinion. Encouraging a change of attitude or opinion. Establish the writer's tone Create a
relationship between the writer and the reader. Emotive words are used to evoke a personal response in the
reader. Start with an effective lead Engage the reader Include facts to support information paragraphs End with
an effective conclusion Decide how to organize your writing and where to include your text features Decide
what your headings, subheadings, and font will look like. Effective use of imagery and description engage the
reader's imagination. Specific names, places and dates. Record everything on your notecards! First paragraph-
main idea of article presented. Anecdotes and stories. Library Database! In humorous articles, exaggeration
and generalisation are used to heighten humor. Research the topic Grab the reader's attention Keep that
attention Leave an impression 5 Structure Like any form of writing a feature article follows a standard
structure. The first act is the introduction, in which you will introduce the subject while capturing the reader's
interest.


